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THE ALGORITHMIC THEORY OF
FINITELY GENERATED METABELIAN GROUPS

GILBERT BAUMSLAG, FRANK B. CANNONITO, AND DEREK J. S. ROBINSON

Abstract. Algorithms are constructed which, when an explicit presentation of

a finitely generated metabelian group G in the variety si1 is given, produce

unitary presentations for the derived subgroup G', the centre Z{G), the Fit-

ting subgroup Fit(G), and the Frattini subgroup <p(G). Additional algorithms

of independent interest are developed for commutative algebra which construct

the associated set of primes Ass(Af) of a finitely generated module M over

a finitely generated commutative ring R , and the intersection <pr{M) of the

maximal submodules of M .

1. Introduction

It is now well known that the classical decision problems of group theory

are insoluble even for the class of finitely presented soluble groups. Indeed it

was shown by Harlampovic [9], and also by Baumslag, Gildenhuys and Strebel

[4], that the word problem is insoluble for finitely presented soluble groups of

derived length at most 3. However, despite this negative result, the prospects

for a successful algorithmic theory for specific types of soluble group which are
finitely presented, perhaps in some variety, remain favourable.

For example, a rather complete algorithmic theory for polycyclic-by-finite
groups has been developed in recent works by the authors and D. Segal [3, 15].

There it was shown that many of the standard group theoretic constructions

are effective for polycyclic-by-finite groups, and that subgroups such the centre,

Fitting Subgroup and Frattini Subgroup are constructible. In addition Segal [15]
has proved that the isomorphism problem for polycyclic-by-finite groups has a

positive solution.

Our purpose here is to show that there is a satisfactory algorithmic theory
for another well-known class of finitely generated soluble groups, namely those

that are metabelian. Finitely generated metabelian groups have been studied

intensively since the publication of P. Hall's fundamental papers in the 1950s,

which first drew attention to the importance of commutative algebra in the

theory of finitely generated soluble groups. For example, it follows from Hall's

work that a finitely generated metabelian group satisfies max-« , the maximal

condition on normal subgroups, and is finitely presented in the variety sf2 of
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metabelian groups. The last result makes our class of groups a natural target

for algorithmic methods.
Because of the connection with commutative algebra, it is to be expected that

results and techniques from constructive commutative algebra will intervene

in our theory. Our sources for these are papers by Seidenberg [16, 17] and

Baumslag, Cannonito and Miller [2]. In addition it will be necessary to develop

some apparently new algorithms for finitely generated modules over finitely

generated commutative rings. It will be assumed throughout that all rings have
identity and all modules are unital.

Results

To simplify the language we shall say that a finitely generated metabelian

group is given if a finite presentation of the group in the variety srf2 of finitely
generated metabelian groups is furnished. Similar explanations apply when a

finitely generated commutative ring, or a finitely presented module is "given".
Also we shall say that a subgroup, or more generally an operator subgroup, can

be found or constructed if there is an algorithm which produces a finite set of
generators for it. Since a finitely generated metabelian group satisfies max-« ,

it is meaningful to ask if a normal subgroup can be found.

At the heart of any finitely generated metabelian group G is its derived sub-
group G' ; this, of course, is a module over the finitely generated commutative

ring ZGab . Since this ring is noetherian, G' is finitely presented as a Z(7a6-
module. Thus a finite description of G' exists, even if it is not finitely generated

as a group. It is a fundamental result for the entire paper that such a description
can be found.

Theorem 3.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds a finite presentation of the ZGab-module G'.

There are many consequences of this theorem; we quote some of the more

immediate ones.

Theorem 3.5. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds the centre Z (G), and also a finite presentation of Z (G).

Theorem 4.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds (a finite subset whose normal closure is) the Fitting

subgroup Fit(G).

Another use of Theorem 3.1 is to get information about elements of finite

order.

Corollary 4.4. There is an algorithm to decide if a finitely generated metabelian

group is torsion-free.

It is also possible to decide if a given element has finite order, and to enu-

merate the possible orders of elements in a finitely generated metabelian group.
We have found it useful to introduce the following technical concept. A

subgroup H of a finitely generated metabelian group G is said to be nearly

normal in G if H n G' < G. From our point of view the important feature of

nearly normal subgroups is that they are determined by finite subsets. Thus it

is meaningful to ask if a nearly normal subgroup can be constructed.
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The motivation for the introduction of nearly normal subgroups is the ob-

servation that centralizers in finitely generated metabelian groups are nearly

normal. Using this fact and the theory of nearly normal subgroups developed

in §5, we are able to prove

Theorem 6.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G and finite subsets X and Y, finds the centralizer Cry)(X) as

a nearly normal subgroup of (Y).

An algorithm is devised in §7 to decide membership in a product of nearly

normal subgroups. As a consequence of this, we obtain a positive solution of a

generalization of the conjugacy problem.

Theorem 7.2. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G and two sequences xi, ... , x„ and yx,... ,yn of elements

of G, decides if there exists an element g of G such that xf = y¡ for i =
1, 2, ... , «.

The conjugacy problem for finitely generated metabelian groups was origi-
nally shown to be soluble by Noskov [11].

The remaining sections of the paper call for the development of some con-

structive commutative algebra that does not seem to appear in the literature,

although it may well be known to experts in the field. In §8 it is shown how

to construct the associated set of primes of a finitely generated module over a
finitely generated commutative ring. This is applied in §9 to establish

Theorem 9.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group, finds the limit of its lower central series.

Here it should be borne in mind that the lower central series of a finitely

generated metabelian group terminates after at most co steps (see for example

[13, Chapter 15]). Thus the algorithm of Theorem 9.1 will tell us if the group
is residually nilpotent. (It is noteworthy that the corresponding question for

polycyclic groups is still open).
The last main result of the paper is

Theorem 10.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds the Frattini subgroup <p(G).

The Frattini subgroup is usually the hardest subgroup to construct because

of the highly nonconstructive nature of its definition. The bulk of the proof of

Theorem 10.1 consists in constructing the intersection of the maximal submod-

ules of a finitely generated module over a finitely generated commutative ring,

a result of independent interest.
It should be emphasized that our concern in this paper has been with the ex-

istence of algorithms for finitely generated metabelian groups, but not the prac-

ticability of such algorithms. The next step is of course to determine whether

some of the algorithms can be implemented. For this purpose it will be nec-
essary to have at hand some practical algorithms from commutative algebra.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the implementation of

programs to perform such standard operations as finding the primary decom-

position of an ideal in a polynomial ring—see for example [7] where further
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references are given. The well-known concept of a Gröbner basis comes into

play in many such algorithms.
Some algorithmic problems for finitely generated metabelian groups remain

open, notably the isomorphism problem and the conjugacy problem for finitely

generated subgroups. Also unresolved is the possible constructibility of normal-

izers, and intersections of finitely generated subgroups.

2. Preliminary results

Here we list some known results which will be used frequently in subsequent

sections.

Theorem 2.1 (The word problem). There is an algorithm which, when given a

finitely generated metabelian group G and a word w in the generators of G,

decides if w equals the identity element of G.

This may be proved by observing that G is residually finite, by a result of

P. Hall (see [13, Chapter 15]), and finitely presented in the variety s/2. The
algorithm consists of two procedures; the first enumerates finite quotients of G

and checks to see if the image of w is nontrivial; the second enumerates the

consequences of the defining relations of G and looks for the word w .

Theorem 2.2 (The generalized word problem). There is an algorithm which,

when given a finitely generated metabelian group G and a finite sequence of

elements x, xx, ... , x„  of G, decides whether x  belongs to the subgroup

(X\, ..., x„).

This result is due to Romanovskiï [14].

Theorem 2.3 (The conjugacy problem). There is an algorithm which, when given

a finitely generated metabelian group G and elements x and y, decides if x

and y are conjugate in G.

We owe this theorem to Noskov [11]. The proof utilizes an algorithm for

rings which is of great importance to us.

Proposition 2.4 (Noskov's Lemma). There is an algorithm which, when given

a finitely generated commutative ring R and a finite subset X of the group of

units U(R), finds a finite presentation of the subgroup (X).

This depends ultimately on work of Borevic and Safarevic on the unit group

of an algebraic number field. We show in §3 how to deduce Theorem 2.3 rapidly

from Noskov's Lemma.

We shall make use of some important algorithms for finitely generated mod-

ules over finitely generated commutative rings. Keep in mind that such rings

and modules are noetherian, and the modules finitely presented.

Theorem 2.5 [2, Theorem 2.7]. Every finitely generated commutative ring is sub-

module computable.

Here a ring R is said to be submodule computable if it is computable and right
noetherian, and if, given a finitely generated Ä-module M and a finite subset

I of M, there are effective procedures to find a finite /(-module presentation

of XR, the /?-submodule of M generated by X, and to solve the membership

problem for XR.
Another result of a similar character which is important for us is
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Theorem 2.6 [2, Theorem 2.14]. Let there be given a finitely generated abelian

group Q, a subgroup H of Q, a finitely generated ZQ-module M, and a

finite subset X of M. Then there is an algorithm to find a finite ZH-module
presentation of (X)ZH.

In fact this is the key to the solubility of the generalized word problem.

Finally, we shall make use of the following result of Seidenberg [17, Theorems
5 and 6].

Proposition 2.7. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated

commutative ring R and a finite subset X, determines a primary decomposition

of the ideal XR, and hence can decide if XR is prime.

3. The derived subgroup

Our first task is to construct a finite presentation of the derived subgroup of

a finitely generated metabelian group. To expedite this we recall from [1] the

definition of preferred presentation, although in a slightly different form.

A preferred presentation of a finitely generated metabelian group G is a finite

.«^-presentation G = (gi, ... , gt\Ri UR2) where

(a) Rx is a finite set of words of the form

w = Yi [gi, gjf'i,
\<i<j<t

the Uij being words of the sort g¡mi ■■■ g¡"' ',

(b) R2 is a finite set of words uw where u has the form g™x... g¡"' and

w=    Yl   [gi'Sif1
l<i<j<t

with Vij of the form g"' ■■■ g"'. Thus the words in Rx determine a finite

Zt7aft-presentation of G' while those in R2 yield a finite presentation of Gab ■

It is clear that every finitely generated metabelian group has a preferred pre-

sentation, and that there is a recursive enumeration of all preferred presenta-

tions of finitely generated metabelian groups.

Theorem 3.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds a finite presentation of the ZGab-module G'.

Proof. Enumerate all the preferred presentations of finitely generated meta-

belian groups, and let the groups determined by these be Gx, G2, ... . Then

G ~ Gi for some z. For i = 1,2,... we enumerate all homomorphisms

8: G —y G i and tp: G¡ -> G, and determine if dtp and tpd are identity func-

tions by using the given presentations of G and C7,. Such a triple (i, 6, <p)

will eventually appear. Then G ~ G, and we can read off from the preferred

presentation of G¡ a finite ZGab -presentation of G'.

Corollary 3.2. For each i > 0 there is an algorithm which, when given a finitely

generated metabelian group G .finds a finite ZGab-presentation of y¡+x(G), the

(i + l)th term of the lower central series.

Since we can certainly find generators for the module y¡+x(G), the assertion

follows from submodule computability of ZGab ■

The next result indicates that one can really get hold of the finitely generated

subgroups of a finitely generated metabelian group.
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Theorem 3.3. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, together with a finite subset X, finds a finite sé2 -presentation

of the subgroup (X).

Proof. Let K = (X). Starting with a finite presentation of Q — Gab , we find

one for H — KG'¡G', and hence obtain a finite set of ZrY-module generators

for K n G'. By Theorem 2.6 we can obtain a finite presentation of this module.

It is now routine to combine this with the finite presentation of H to obtain a

finite j/2-presentation of K.

The centre. Our next objective is the construction of the centre of a finitely

generated metabelian group. To pave the way we first establish

Proposition 3.4. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated

metablian group G, finds a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G containing
G'.

Proof. Let Q = Gab ■ By 3.1 we can find a finite Zg-presentation of A =

G', with generators ax, ... , am say. Since ZQ is submodule computable,

we can also find a finite Zß-presentation of each af, and so a finite set of

generators of an ideal /, such that af ~ ZQ/I¡. Then Noskov's Lemma (2.4)

enables us to find a finite presentation of the group Q + /,•/// • Now the obvious

homomorphism Q —► Q + I¡/I¡ has kernel Cg(o~í)/A . Thus we can find a finite

set of generators for the latter group, and hence for f|™ i Co(a¡)/A — Cq(A)/A .

If Cg(A) — A, then A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup. Otherwise we

can find bx £ Cg(A)\A; then Ax = (A, bx) is an abelian normal subgroup

properly containing A . It is clear how to obtain a finite ZQ-presentation of

Ax.
The same procedure may be repeated for Ax. In this way an ascending chain

A — Aq < Ax <••• of abelian normal subgroups is produced. Since Q is finitely

generated, we shall eventually find a v such that Av = Av+X. Then Av will be
a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G.

It is now straightforward to find the centre.

Theorem 3.5. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds the centre Z(G), and also a finite presentation of Z(G).

Proof. Let Q = Gab ■ We find a finite ZG-presentation of a maximal abelian

normal subgroup A containing G', using 3.4. Of course Z(G) < A. Let

xx, ... , x„ be the generators of G. Then a i-> [a, x¡] is a Zg-endomorphism

of A, so by [2, §2] we can find a finite set of generators for its kernel C¿(x;).

By [2, §2] again we can then find a finite set of Zß-generators for f|"=i C¿(x¿) =

Z(G) ; of course these elements will generate Z(G) as a group. Finally apply

3.3 to get a finite presentation of Z(G).

Corollary 3.6. There is an algorithm which finds the terms of the upper central

series of a given finitely generated metabelian group.

The conjugacy problem. We present next a proof of the solubility of the conju-

gacy problem which, although it stills depends on Noskov's Lemma, is somewhat

simpler than the proof given in [11]. The main step in the argument is

Lemma 3.7. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated abelian

group Q, a finitely generated ZQ-module M, and elements a, b of M, decides

if a and b are Q-conjugate, i.e., if there is an element q of Q such that b = aq.
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Proof. Put R = ZQ. A finite presentation of the R-module aR is obtainable

by the submodule computability of R . It is decidable whether b £ aR, and we

can certainly assume that this is the case. We may further assume that M — aR,

and identify M with R/I where / is the annihilator of a in R. A finite set
of generators of the ideal / is known. Of course we assume that a= l+I and

b =_r + I where r can be found by enumeration. It is necessary to decide if

b£Q = Q + I/I.
The first step is to decide whether b £ U(R/I), or equivalently if R — Rr+I ;

submodule computability of R shows that this is possible. Assuming that b £

U(R/I), we can then apply Noskov's Lemma to obtain a finite presentation of

the subgroup (b, Q). This presentation allows us to decide if b £ Q.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let Q = Gab ■ Obviously we can assume that xA — yA.

Next observe that x and y are conjugate if and only if they are conjugate

modulo [A, x]. For if the latter is true, yg = x[x, a] — xa for some g £ G

and a £ A. Since we can obtain a finite set of Zß-generators of [A, x], a

finite presentation of G/[A, x] in the variety j/2 is at hand. Since we can

pass to the group G ¡[A, x], we may as well assume that [A, x] = 1. Hence

M = (A, x) is a ZQ-module via conjugation. Now it is easy to obtain a finite
presentation of the module M. Also y £ M since y A = xA. Lemma 3.7 can

therefore be applied to give the result.

4. The Fitting subgroup

The main result of this section is

Theorem 4.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds its Fitting subgroup Fit(G).

The proof depends upon a useful construction for modules.

Lemma 4.2. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated com-

mutative ring R and a finitely R-module M, constructs a series of submod-

ules 0 = Mq < M i < • • ■ < M¡ = M and prime ideals Px, ..., P¡ such that

Mi+x/Mi~R/Pi.
Proof. We can assume that M ^ 0. Enumerate the nonzero elements ax of M,

and, using submodule computability of R, find a finite .R-module presentation

of axR, and hence a finite set of generators for the annihilator Pi = Ann«(ai).

Seidenberg's algorithm (see Proposition 2.7) can then be used to test Pi for

primeness.  Eventually an ax will appear for which Pi is prime. Put Mx -
D

axR ~ R/Px. If Mx j¿ M, repeat the procedure for the module M/Mx . Since
M is noetherian, a finite chain of submodules M¡ of the type sought will be
obtained.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Q = Ga¿, ; first construct the Zg-module A = G'.

Then find a series of submodules Af, of A and prime ideals P, of ZQ as
specified in Lemma 4.2. Let g £ G and put g = gG'. If g £ Fit(G), then
some (g~ - l)k, k > 0, annihilates each Mi+X/Mi. Since P, is prime, this

means that ~g - 1 annihilates Mi+X/Mi and g£ 1 + P,. Consequently

/

Fit(G)/A = f| Ker(ß - Q + P/P).
i=i
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By Noskov's Lemma a finite presentation of ß+P/P, may be found, and hence

a finite set of generators for the kernel of ß —> ß + P¡/P¡. Thus we can find

finitely many generators for Fit(G)/A . By adding the ZG-generators of A , we

obtain a finite subset whose normal closure in G is Fit(G).

The elements of finite order. Another use of Lemma 4.2 is to obtain informa-
tion about the elements of finite order in a finitely generated metabelian group

G. First note that since G satisfies max -« , there is an upper bound for the

finite orders of elements of G. On the other hand, the set of elements of finite

order may be infinite. As the following result indicates, this set is well behaved

algorithmically; in particular it is recursive.

Theorem 4.3. There are algorithms which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, do the following:
(i) determine if a given element has finite order, and if so find the order,

(ii) find elements Ui,... ,uk of G and finite subsets Xi, ..., Xk of G' such

that the set of elements with finite order in G is ux (Xf) U • • • U uk(X^) ;

(iii) find the set of finite orders of elements of G.

Corollary 4.4. There is an algorithm which can decide if a given finitely generated

metabelian group is torsion-free.

Proof. Let ß = Gab and A = G'. The first step is to find the torsion-subgroup

of ß ; let this be {siA, ... , stA} . Next, using Lemma 4.2, we construct a series

of Zß-modules 0 = A0 c Ai c ■■■ c Am= A, and prime ideals Pq, ... , Pm-i
such that Ai+i/Aj ~ Zß/P,. For each i compute the characteristic of the
domain Zß/P, by finding the (additive) order of 1 + P, ; this is possible by
Theorem 2.6.

Let q denote the product of all the nonzero characteristics and t. Then it is

clear that every finite order of an element of G divides q . If g £ G is given,

we can decide if g has finite order by determining if gq = 1. Should this be
true, we can then find the order of g by identifying the smallest positive divisor

d of q such that gd = 1.
Let g £ G and write g = s¡a with a £ A. Then gq = sqani" where z/,?

is the Zß-endomorphism of A which sends x to x1+í'+'"+s¡ . Thus g has

finite order if and only if s? = a~'l'i. To obtain all the elements of finite

order, first decide for each z whether sf £ \m(n¡q). If this is the case, find by

enumeration an aiq in A such that sf = aj*'". Then (s¡a)g = 1 if and only

if a £ aiqKiq where K¡a = Ker(n¡q). Now we can find a finite set of generators

Xiq for the Zß-module K¡q (by [2, Lemma 2.3]). Then the elements of finite

order are those in the set \J(Siaiq)(Xiq)G, the union begin taken over all z" for

which sq £ lm(niq). This completes the proof of (i) and (ii).

Finally, let d be a positive divisor of q. There is an element with order

exactly d if and only if for some i we have sf e lm(r]id) and also (Siaia-k)e ̂  1

for every proper positive divisor e of d and all k £ K¡¿. The second condition

is equivalent to s]d!f¡ £ K^'f . This can be checked for all e dividing d.

5. Nearly normal subgroups

Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group, and write A = G'. A sub-
group H of G is said to be nearly normal if H n A < G.   Nearly normal
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subgroups of G are distinguished by the fact that they are finitely describable.

If H is nearly normal, then H n A is finitely generated as a ZGa¿,-module, say

by the finite subset V. Also H/H n A is generated as a group by U(H n .4)

where f/ is finite. Hence H = (U)(VG), so that H is determined by the pair
of finite subsets U and V where V ÇA. If there is an effective procedure to

construct U and V, we shall say that the nearly normal subgroup H can be

found.
On the other hand, Baumslag, Stammbach and Strebel [5] have shown that

the free metabelian group of rank 2 has continuously many nonisomorphic sub-

groups. Thus a finitely generated metabelian group can have subgroups which

are not constructible by any algorithm.

We proceed now to develop some elementary results about nearly normal

subgroups.

Lemma 5.1. If a nearly normal subgroup H of a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given in the form H = (U)(VG) where U and V are finite and

V c G' = A, then we can find the ZGab-module HnA.

Proof. Clearly H n A = ((17) n A)(VG). We can find a finite presentation of

the group (U)A/A ~ (U)/(U) n A , and hence a finite set of ([/)-generators for
(U)r\A. The result follows on adjoining to this set the elements of V.

Lemma 5.2. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G, a nearly normal subgroup H, and an element x of G, decides

if x belongs to H.

Proof. Let H be given in the usual form, H — (U)(VG). Since a finite sé2-

presentation of the group G = G/(VG) is available, we can pass to this group.

We have to decide if x(VG) £H = H/(VG). This is possible by Theorem 2.2,

since H is finitely generated.

Corollary 5.3. There is an algorithm which, when given two nearly normal sub-

groups Hx and H2 of a finitely generated metabelian group G, decides if
HXCH2.

Proof. Let Ht = {U¡)(VG) in the usual form, i = 1, 2. Then Hx C H2 if and

only if Ux c H2 and Vx ç H2 ; for Vx ç H2 implies that VG C (H2 n A)G =
H2nA. Now apply Lemma 5.2.

Intersections. The intersection of two nearly normal subgroups is obviously

nearly normal. The next result shows that such an intersection is constructible.

Theorem 5.4. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G and finite subsets of G that define two nearly normal subgroups

H and K, finds finite subsets that define H f)K.

During the proof we shall need

Lemma 5.5. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated abelian

group Q, a finitely generated ZQ-module M, and a derivation 8: ß —> M, finds
the subgroup Ker(8).

Proof. Of course 8 is given by means of its effect on the generators of ß. We

follow the method of [3, 6.2]. Let Mx = M e Z, and define a Zß-module
structure on M by the rule (x, «) • q - (xq + qsn, n) where x £ M, q £ Q,
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« £ Z. Starting from a finite presentation of M, we can easily write down a

finite Zß-presentation of Mx. Since Ker(<5) = CQ(b) where b = (0, 1), it is

sufficient to show how to find Cq(/j>) .

By submodule computability we can find a finite presentation of (b)ZQ,

and hence a finite set of generators for the ideal I = Annze(¿>), since (b)ZQ ~

ZQ/I. Noskov's Lemma allows us to find a finite presentation of the group

Q+I/I. Since Cç>(b) is the kernel of the natural homomorphism Q—*Q+I/I,

a finite set of generators for Cg(¿>) is at hand.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. (i) First we find A = G'. By Lemma 5.1 we can find sets

of generators for the ZGab -modules H n A and K n A. Then by submodule
computability we can find ZGa¿,-generators for H n K n A .

(ii) If A<H or A<K, then we can find H n K .
Suppose, for example, that A < H. Since we have finite sets of generators

for H/A and KA/A , we can find (H/A) n (KAIA) = (H n tf )4/4, and hence
//n#/#n A: n A . Therefore we have found Hf)K.

(ii) We can assume that HA = KA.
Write H = H n (KA) and Z = K n (/M). Then 7/ and # are nearly

normal, and by (ii) we can find them. Also

HA n KA = HA = KA ,

and HnK -HnK. Replace H and K by H and K respectively, to justify

the assumption.
(iii) We can assume that H f"\A = I = K (~)A .
Since finite sets of ZGa¿-generators for H n A and K n A can be found

by Lemma 5.1, we can write down a finite s/2-presentation of the group G/D

where D = (HnA)(KnA). Assume that we are able to find HD/DnKD/D =
(H n K)D/D ; thus we know (H n K)D as a nearly normal subgroup.

Next enumerate finite subsets X of G and check to see if X c H and
X ç K, using Lemma 5.2. Then determine if (X)D = (H n K)D. Since
(H n K)D/D is finitely generated, such an X will eventually appear. When it

does, we shall have

HnK = (HnK)n ((X)D) = (X)(H nKnA).

Since finitely many ZGa¿-generators for H nKnA are known, HnK has been

constructed.

These considerations allow us to assume that HnA=l=KnA. Thus

finite generating sets for H and K are known.

(v) The final step.
We have now reached the position where HA = KA and H n A = 1 =

KnA. There is a derivation 3: H -> A such that K = {hhâ\h £ H}. Let
H = (hi, ... ,hm), and put a¡ = hf. The a¡ can be found by enumerating

elements a of A and checking to see if h¡a £ K. Notice that H n K =

Ker(r5). Also Aq = (Im(r5)) is a Z/7-submodule of A, and it is easy to see

that ax, ... , am generate the module Aq . A finite Z//-module presentation of

Aq can be constructed by Theorem 2.6. Finally, Lemma 5.5 allows us to find

Ker(r5).

Next we present a second constructibility theorem for intersections which

will be required in the construction of centralizers.
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Theorem 5.6. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G, together with finite subsets defining a finitely generated subgroup
H and a nearly normal subgroup N, finds HnN as a nearly normal subgroup

ofH.
Proof. As usual, write A = G'. In the first place HnN is nearly normal in H
since (H n N) n H' = (N nA)n H'<H.

(i) We can assume that N < HA .

_ For we can find the normal subgroup HA, and then, using Theorem 5.4, find

N = (HA) n N as a nearly normal subgroup of G. Observing that H n TV =

HnN, we then replace N by N, so that it is permissible to suppose that
N<HA.

(ii) We can find a finite set of generators for the ZHab-module H n N n A .
First find a finite set of ZGa¿-generators for NnA, using Lemma 5.1. Then

use this set to obtain a finite ZGab-presentation of the module A/NnA. Find a

finite presentation of the group H/HnA , and hence a finite set of Z(HG'/G')-
generators for H n A. Now apply Theorem 2.6 to construct a finite ZHab-

presentation of (H n A)(N n A)/N n A . From this we read off a finite set of
generators for H n N n A .

(iii) We can assume that N n A = 1.

Since NnA is known as a normal subgroup of G, a finite s/2-presentation

of G/(7Y n A) is available. Suppose that we can find

(H(N n A)I(N n A)) n (N/(N n A)) = (¿7 n N)(N n A)/(N n A)

as a nearly normal subgroup of H(N n 4)/(7Y n j4) . Since [HnNnA,H]<
NnA, we actually have a finite set of generators for (HnN)(NnA)/(NnA).
A finite set of generators of HnNnA/H' n JV and a finite set of ZHab -module
generators of H' n N = H' n(HnNnA) are also available. Combining all of
these, we obtain the required description of HnN.

Consequently we can suppose that N n A = 1, which means that we have

finitely many generators for N, say Ui,..., um . A finite presentation of N
in the Ui can then be found.

(iv) The final step.
This is a modification of the derivation argument used in the proof of the

previous theorem. We have reached the situation where N < HA and NnA =

1. Then NA = NA n HA = (H n NA)A. If x e N, it follows that xax G
// n NA for some ax € A ; here ax is uniquely determined modulo H n A.

Note that >7 n A is a ZN-module since ./V < HA . Then x >-+ ax(H n A) is a
derivation from TV to A/(H n ^4), call it 3 .

We can find elements au¡, ... , aUm by enumeration, and then a finite pre-

sentation of the Z(HA/A)-module Ax generated by these elements. Here use

has been made of Theorem 2.6. A finite Z(/74/4)-presentation of Ax =

AX(H n A)I(H n A) is now at hand. Since TV < HA, we can apply Theo-
rem 2.6 once again to obtain a finite presentation of the ZA^-submodule A2

generated by the elements aUi(H n A) = wf. But A2 is the Z/V-submodule

generated by Im(<5). Since HnN = Ker(r5), the result follows via Lemma 5.5.

6. Centralizers

Our aim here is to construct arbitrary centralizers in finitely generated meta-

belian groups.
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Theorem 6.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G, and finite subsets X and Y, finds the centralizer C(j)(X) as

a nearly normal subgroup of (Y).

This will follow quickly from a special case.

Lemma 6.2. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated metabel-

ian group G and an element x of G, finds Cq(x) as a nearly normal subgroup

ofG.

Proof. Write Q = Gab, A = G' amd C = CG(x). Of course CnA = CA(x)<G,
so C is nearly normal.

(i) We can find a finite set of generators for the ZQ-module CnA.
Indeed C n A is the kernel of the Zß-endomorphism a •-»• [a, x] of A .

Since a finite Zß-presentation of [A, x] is obtainable, we can find CnA.

(ii) We may assume that [A, x] = 1.

In the first place we can write down a finite sf2 -presentation of G /[A, x].

Now suppose that we have been able to find the centalizer of x[A, x] in

G/[A, x], say CX/[A, x]. Of course A < Cx, so we have a finite set of gen-

erators for Cx/A. If u £ Cx, then [u, x] = [a, x] for some a in A, and

ua~x £C. It follows that CX = CA.
To find C, we first enumerate finite subsets Y of G, and check to see if

Y c C, i.e. if [x, y] = 1 for every y in Y. Then we decide if Ci = (Y)A .
Such a y is bound to appear; when it does, we shall have C = C n ((Y)A) -
(Y)(C n A). Because of (i) we have found C.

(iii) We now suppose that [A, x] = 1, so that B = (x, A) is a Zß-module.

It is straightforward to construct a finite Zß-presentation of B from one of

A. Next (xG) ~ Zß/7 where I is the annihilator of x in Zß. Submodule

computability enables us to construct a finite set of generators for the ideal

I. Finally, C/A is the kernel of the natural map ß —> ß + ///. The usual
argument with Noskov's Lemma produces a finite set of generators for C/A.

Therefore C has been found.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. This is now easy. Write X = {xx,... , xm} . By Lemma
6.2 we can find Cg(x¡) as a nearly normal subgroup of G. Therefore we can

find CG(X) = p|£Li CG(Xi) by Theorem 5.4. Finally, Theorem 5.6 allows us to

find C{Y)(X) = (Y)nCG(X).

7. Deciding membership in a product of nearly normal subgroups

Our main result in this section is

Theorem 7.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G, finite subsets defining nearly normal subgroups H and K, and

an element g of G, decides whether g belongs to the subset HK.

Our motivation for this theorem is the desire to prove.

Theorem 7.2 (Generalized conjugacy problem). There is an algorithm which,

when given a finitely generated metabelian group G, and two sequences of ele-

ments xx,... , xn and yx,... , y„, decides if there is an element g of G such

that xf = y i for i = 1,2, ... , n.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.3 we may assume that m > 1, and argue by induction on

m . We can suppose that there are elements gi, g2 in G such that xf ' = y¡

for i = I,..., m-l, and x|,2 = ym ; of course such elements can be found by

enumeration. Clearly there is a g in G such that xf = )>,• for / = 1.m
if and only if the subset

( fi CG(Xi)jgxnCG(xm)g2

is not empty, or, equivalently, if gxg2l £ CG({xx, ... , xm-X})CG(xm). By

Theorem 6.1 we can find Cg({xi , ... , xm_i}) and Co(xm). Since these sub-

groups are nearly normal, membership in their product is decidable by 7.1.

Corollary 7.3. If G is a finitely generated metabelian group, the word problem

for the outer automorphism group Out(G) is soluble.

Proof. Let G = (xx,... , xn). An automorphism a of G is specified by an

«-tuple (wx, ... , w„) of words in x where xf = it;,. By Theorem 7.2 we can

decide if a is induced by an element of G.

The proof of Theorem 7.1 depends ultimately on our ability to decide mem-

bership in the image of a derivation.

Proposition 7.4. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated

abelian group Q, a finitely generated ZQ-module M, a derivation 3: ß —► M,

and an element a of M, decides whether a belongs to lm(3).

The problem described in Proposition 7.4 will be referred to as the mem-

bership problem for the triple (Q, M,8). Before proving the proposition we
shall establish a technical result.

Lemma 7.5. Let there be given a finitely generated abelian group Q, a finitely

generated ZQ-module M, and a derivation 8: Q —> M. Assume in addition

that a series of submodules 0 — Mo < Mx < ■■■ < Mr = M is given, and
that the membership problem is soluble for each triple (ß,, M¡/M¡-i, <?,) where

Qi = {q £ Q\qs £ M¡} and 8¡: Q¡ —► M¡/M¡-i is induced by 8. Then the
membership problem is soluble for (Q, M ,8).

Proof. In the first place ß, is the kernel of the derivation 8[ : Q -+ Af/Af,-

defined by qs'¡ = qs + M¡. Thus ß, is a subgroup of ß, which can be found

by Lemma 5.5.
Suppose that the membership problem is soluble for (Q, M/M¡, 8'¡); we

shall show how to solve the problem for (Q, Af/Af,_i, <£,'_,). Let a £ M be
given. Then we can assume that a + M¡ e Im(f5;'), and by enumeration we can

find elements q £ Q, b £ M¡ such that a = qs + b . Now a + Af,_i e lm(8'i_l)

if and only if there exists qx £ Q such that qf - qs = b (modAf,_i), i.e.,

(Q\Q~l)S = bq~x (modAf,_i). Hence a + A/",_i € Im(<5;'_,) if and only if

bq~x + Af,_i £ Im(f5,). (Notice that qxq~x £ Q¡ since bq~x £ Mi.) This

is decidable by solubility of the membership problem for (ß,, Af//Af¿_i, 8¡).
It follows by induction on r - i that the membership problem is soluble for

(Q, M, 8) since it is known to be soluble for (Q, Af/Afr_i, 8'r_x).
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Proof of Proposition 7.4.
(i) Case. Q contains an element x such that Cm(x) — 0.

Define b = Xs £ M. Let a £ M be given. If y is any element of ß,
then xs (y - 1) = ys(x - 1) because xy = yx. Thus a - ys if and only if

a(x - 1) = b(y - 1) since Cm(x) = 0. Therefore a £ lm(3) if and only if b
and b + a(x - 1) are ß-conjugate. This is decidable by Lemma 3.7.

(ii) The general case.
We argue by induction on the Hirsch number h(Q). Of course, should this

be zero, ß and Im(r5) will be finite, and the assertion of the proposition is

obvious. Let h(Q) > 0. Then we can find an element x of ß with infinite

order.
Let Af, denote the kernel of the Zß-endomorphism a *-* a(x - 1)' of Af.

Notice that Mk = Mk+X for some k since Af is a noetherian module. We can

find the Af, and k , so we have explicit knowledge of the series 0 = Afo ç Afi ç

■ ■ ■ ç Mk ç M. Since C^/m* (x) = 0, it follows from (i) that the membership

problem for (Q, M/Mk, 3) is soluble; here 3: Q —► M/Mk is induced by 3 .
Lemma 7.5 shows that it is enough to prove that the membership problem is

soluble for each triple (ß,, Af,/Af,_i, S¡) where ß, = {q £ Q\qs £ Mi}, and
3¡: Qi —> Mj/Mi-i is induced by S .

For each i find ß,, using Lemma 5.5, and compute h(Q/Q¡). If this is
positive, then h(Q¡) < h(Q) and the desired conclusion is true by induction.

Suppose that h(Q/Q¡) = 0, so that ß/ß, is finite. Find a positive integer m

such that q = xm £ Qi. Thus qSi € Af,/A/,_i. It follows that it is sufficient
to solve the membership problem for a triple (Q, M, 8) where ß contains an

element q of infinite order such that M(q - 1) = 0.

Consider the subgroup N = (qs) of Af. Then N is a trivial Zß-submodule

since qs(y - 1) = ys(q - 1)_= 0 for y in Q. A function 3: Q/(q) -+ M/N

is defined by the rule (y(q))s = ys + N. This is a well-defined derivation. Let

a £ M ; then a £ \m(8) if and only if a + N £ lm(8). For, if a = ys + z
with y £ Q and z £ N, then z — (qs)i = (q')s for some i, and hence

a = (yq1)6 . Consequently, it suffices to solve the membership problem for the

triple (Q/(q), M/N, 3). But this is soluble since h(Q/(q)) < h(Q) and the
induction hypothesis on h(Q) is applicable.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. As usual write A = G'. A few reductions must first be

made.

(i) It is enough to decide membership of elements of A in (HK) n A .

We have a finite set of generators for the subgroup HAK/A of Gab, and

we can certainly decide membership in it. Assuming that g £ HAK, we find

elements h £ H, k £ K, a £ A , such that g — hak. Then g £ HK if and
only if a e (HK) n A .

(ii) We may assume that HA = KA .

Put_F = H n (KA) and K = (HA) n K . By Theorem 5.4 we can find_ H
and K. Clearly (H_K)n A = (HK) n A and also HA = (HA) n (KA) = KA .
Replace H, K by H, K.

(iii) We may assume that H n A = 1 = K nA .
For we can find the Ga¿-module D = (H n A)(K n A), and pass to the group

G/D since (HD)(KD) = HK.
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(iv) Final step.
We now have HA = KA and H n A = 1 = K n A. Notice that we

have finitely many generators for the abelian group H, say hx, ... ,hm. Let

8: H ^ A be the derivation defined by K = {hhs\h £ H} . Of course we can

find the hf.
Let a £ A; then a £ HK if and only if a can be written in the form

a = h~x(h'h's) for some h,h! £ H. This is equivalent to h = h! and a = hs .

Therefore (HK) n A = Im(¿). Let 40 be the Z/f-submodule generated by
Im(f5). Then Aq is generated by the elements hf . A finite Z//-presentation

of Aq can be found by Theorem 2.6. Finally, Proposition 7.4 may be applied

to give the result.

8. The associated set of primes of a module

Let R be a finitely generated commutative ring, and Af a finitely generated

P-module. The associated set of primes of M, Ass(Af), is the set of prime

annihilators of elements of Af. Since Af is noetherian, this is a finite set,

which is nonempty if Af ^ 0. It is important for us to be able to construct

Ass(Af) because results of §§9 and 10 depend on this.

Theorem 8.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated com-

mutative ring R and a finitely generated R-module M, finds the set Ass( Af ).

During the proof we shall make use of the following technical lemma.

Lemma 8.2. Let M be a finitely generated module over a finitely generated

commutative ring R. Let Mq be a submodule such that Ass(Afo) = {P},

Ass(Af/Af0) = {ß}, ß £ P- Denote by N the submodule of all elements
of M that are annihilated by a power of Q. Then either Ass(Af ) = {P} or

else Ass(Af) = {P, Q}, Ass(M/N) = {P}, and Ass(N) = {Q}. Moreover, if
P, Q, Mq are given, it is possible to decide which of these alternatives occurs.

Proof. If / is an ideal of R, let */ = {a £ M\al = 0}. Then N = *ß< for
some i since Af is noetherian. Now Ass(Af) — {P} or {P, Q}, (see [6, IV
1.1]). If *Q = 0, then ß g Ass(Af) and Ass(Af) = {P} .

Suppose that ?ß f 0, so that N ¿ 0. Thus 0 ¿ Ass(TV) C {P, Q}. If
P £ Ass(N), then Q' ç P and ß C P. By this contradiction Ass(N) = {Q} ,
and so Ass(Af) = {P, Q} .

Next let U £ Ass(M/N). Then ß $£ U since ß annihilates no nonzero
elements of M/N. On the other hand, some PrQs annihilates Af and so

is contained in U ([6], IV, 1.4 Proposition 9). Therefore P ç U. If U =
AnnR(x + N), then xß'/J = 0. By the Artin-Rees property Afßr n*ß = 0
for some r > i; thus ß <£ Ass(xßr). Since 0 ¿ Ass(xQr) ç {P, Q}, it

follows that Ass(xßr) = {P} . But (xQr)U - 0, so U ç P and hence U = P.
Therefore Ass(M/N) = {P} , as required.

Finally, to decide which of the two possibilities occurs, enumerate the nonzero

elements of Af and find their annihilators; then test each annihilator for prime-

ness (using [17, Theorem 5]). This procedure will detect if Ass(Af) ^ {P}.
Similarly we can tell if Ass(jV) ̂  {ß} . Therefore we can tell which of the two

situations occurs.

Proof of Theorem 8.1. We can assume that Af is nonzero. By Lemma 4.2 we

can construct a series of submodules 0 = Af0 c Afx c ■■• c M¡ = M and prime
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ideals Px, ... , P¡ such that Ass(Af,+i/Af,) = {P,}. Now Ass(Af) is a subset
of {Px, ... , P¡}, and in addition these sets have the same minimal elements

[6, IV, 1.4]. Thus we can find the minimal associated primes of Af. Let P be
one of these.

Applying Lemma 8.2 to each P-module Af,+2/Af, such that P = P, and
P t¿ P,+i, we conclude that either Ass(Af,-+2/Af,-) = {P} or else we can find a

submodule Af,+1 such that Ass(Af,+i/Af,) = {P,+i} and Ass(Af,+2/Af,+i) =
{P} . By repeated application of this procedure we shall find a submodule Mp

such that Ass(M/MP) = {P} and Ass(AfP) ç Ass(Af )\{P} . In fact it is easy
to see that Ass(Af ) = Ass(Af/>) U {P} . The same procedure can now be applied

to Mp , which has one fewer associated prime. After a finite number of such

steps we shall have found Ass(Af).

Corollary 8.3. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated commuta-

tive ring R and a finitely generated R-module M are given, constructs a primary

decomposition of the zero submodule of M.

Proof. First find Ass(Af) = {Px, ... , Pk}. For each i find by enumeration

a submodule Af,  such that Ass(Af/Af,) = {P,}  and P,   ^  Ass(Af,).   Then

Mi n • • • n Mk = o.

We conclude the section with an application of Theorem 8.1. Since a finitely

generated metabelian group satisfies max-« , it has a finite radical, i.e. a max-

imum finite normal subgroup.

Theorem 8.4. There is an algorithm which finds the finite radical of a finitely
generated metabelian group G.

Proof. Let ß be a finitely generated abelian group with generators xx, ... , xm.

Write R = ZQ, and let Af be a finitely generated P-module: the first step is
to find the finite radical (i.e. maximum finite submodule) of Af. To start off,

find Ass(Af) = {Px, ... , Pk}, using Theorem 8.1. Now make the elementary
observation that the finite radical of Af is nontrivial if and only if some P/P,

is finite. We can decide if P/P, is finite; first find the order of the additive sub-

group (1 + Pi), using Theorem 2.6, and hence the characteristic of the domain

R/Pi. If this is positive, find the (multiplicative) order of x, + P, for each j,
by Noskov's Lemma. P/P, is finite if and only if all of these orders are finite.

Thus we can decide if the finite radical of Af is nontrivial. If it is, find a finite

submodule Afo ̂  0. If Afo / Af, pass to M/Mq and repeat the procedure.

When the process terminates—as it must since Af is noetherian—we shall have
constructed the finite radical of Af.

Now put ß = Gab > an0, take Af to be a maximal abelian subgroup con-

taining G'. This can be found by Proposition 3.4. The finite radical of Af is

constructible by the first part of the proof. Factor it out and repeat the pro-

cedure. Eventally we shall reach a quotient group G which has a torsion-free

maximal abelian normal subgroup Af (by max-«). If F is a finite normal

subgroup of G, then F < C^(M) = M, and F = 1. It follows that our
procedure will determine the finite radical of G.

9. The limit of the lower central series

Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group, and let ya(G) denote the

ath term of the transfinite lower central series of G.  Then it is well known
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that the series terminates at co,

ya(G) = y0,+i(G) = ---.

This follows quickly on applying the Artin-Rees property to the ZGa¿-module

G', using the augmentation ideal (see [13, §15, p. 450]).

The finite terms of the lower central series have already been constructed—
see Corollary 3.2—but yo)(G) is more elusive.

Theorem 9.1. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated meta-

belian group G, finds yo)(G).

Corollary 9.2. There is an algorithm which can decide if a finitely generated
metabelian group is residually nilpotent.

Theorem 9.1 will follow quickly from a result about modules.

Proposition 9.3. Let R be a finitely generated commutative ring and I an ideal

of R. Let M be a finitely generated R-module with a primary decomposition
of the zero submodule Mi n Af2 n • • • n Mk - 0. Then

p|   MT = M¡+xn---nMk
r=l,2,„.

where M = MI + Af, holds if and only if 1 < i < I.

Proof. Consider first the case where k = 1 and Ass(Af) = {P} . Denote by Af0

the submodule of all elements of Af which are annihilated by some power of P.

Suppose that M¿ = f)i=l 2 Af0P ^ 0, and let 0 ^ a £ M¿ be an element with

maximal (proper) annihilator. Then Ann¡i(a) — {P} . By the Krull Intersection

Theorem a — au for some u £ I. Thus 1 - u £ P and therefore R = I + P.

Since MPm = 0 for some m > 0, it follows that Af = MI in this case.

Next assume that M'0 - 0, and put Af' = p|J=1 2 MV . By the Artin-Rees

property Af' n M0 = M'Q = 0. Since Ass(Af') ç {>}", it follows that M' = 0.
Thus we have proved that either Af = Af / or Af ' = 0, which is exactly the

assertion of the proposition when k - 1.
Now for k > 1. By the case k — 1 we have f|i=i 2 (M/M^V = 0 for

i = I + I,..., k. Therefore

A/' =   p|   mv c m,+x n • • • n Mk = L,
7=1,2,...

say. Let Ass(Af/A/,) = {P,}, so Ass(Af) = {Px, ... , Pk}. Now MPf C M¡
for some e, > 0 ; hence LP\' ■ ■ ■ P¡1 C Mx n • • • n Mk = 0. If 1 < i < I,
the argument of the first two paragraphs of the proof, when applied to the

module Af/Af,, yields R = I + P,. Consequently R = I + Pf ' • • • Pf', and so
L - LI CM'. The conclusion is that L = M'.

Corollary 9.4. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated commuta-

tive ring R, a finitely generated R-module M, and an ideal I of R are given,

finds the submodule f|/-i 2    MI'.

Proof. By Corollary 8.3 we can find a primary decomposition Afj n • • -nMk = 0.
Now determine those i for which (Af/Af,)7 ^ Af/Af,. The required submodule

is the intersection of all these Af,.
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Proof of Theorem 9.1. We apply Corollary 9.4 with R = ZGab, M = G'
and / the augmentation ideal of R.   The conclusion is that we can find

\\i=i,2,...MIi = Vc°(G)-

10. The Frattini subgroup

Our last main theorem is

Theorem 10.1. There is an algorithm which, when a finitely generated metabelian

group G is given, finds the Frattini subgroup <p(G).

As might be expected, most of the proof is devoted to establishing a corre-
sponding result for modules. If Af is a module over a ring R, the Frattini
submodule <Pr(M) or <p(M) is defined to be the intersection of all the maxi-
mal submodules of Af, (or Af itself should there be no such submodules). The

critical result which we need is

Proposition 10.2. There is an algorithm which, when given a finitely generated

commutative ring R and a finitely generated R-module M, finds ç>r(M) .

Proof. Certainly we can assume that Af ^ 0, so Ass(Af) ^ 0 . The first step is

to construct the set Ass(Af), using Theorem 8.1. We can then decide whether

Af is (R-) torsion-free since this is true if and only if Ass(Af ) = {0} .

(i) If M is torsion-free, then (p(M) = 0.
Of course R is a domain in this case. Now there is a free submodule F

such that M/F is a torsion module. Because Af is finitely generated, there is

an r / 0 in R such that Mr C F. But Af ~ Mr since Af is torsion-free;

thus <p(M) ~ <p(Mr) and it is easy to see that <p(Mr) ç <p(F). Also <p(R) =

the Jacobson radical of R, which is 0 since R is a finitely generated domain.

Therefore (p(F) — 0 and <p(M) = 0. So <p(M) is known in this case. We can
therefore assume that M is not torsion-free, and Ass(Af) contains a nonzero

prime.
(ii) Case: 0 £ Ass(M).
Here R is a domain since 0 is a prime ideal, so the torsion-elements form

a submodule T. Let / denote the product of the nonzero primes in Ass(Af ) ;

then TJe = 0 for some e > 0, and clearly, T = {a £ M\aJe = 0} . Since e

can be computed, we can find T.

Next M/T is torsion-free, so (1) shows that <p(M) C T. Suppose that

L is a maximal submodule of Af not containing T ; then M = L + T and

therefore MJe = LJe < L. It follows that tp(M) = T n <p0 where (po/MJe =
(p(M/MJe). But Je ^ 0, so M/MJe is a torsion module, and it is clearly

enough to find (po . Consequently we have reduced to the situation where 0 £

Ass(Af).
(iii) Case. 0 <£ Ass(M).
Let Ass(Af) = {Pi, ... , Pk} ; here each P, is a nonzero prime. Suppose

that L is a maximal submodule of Af. Now some positive power of Pi • • • Pk
annihilates Af, so L must contain some AfP,. Now it suffices to find the

submodules <pR/P¡(M/MPi) ; for we need only intersect the preimages of these

modules under the natural maps Af —* M/MP¡ to obtain <p(M). If Af/AfP,
is torsion-free as an P/P,-module, then tp(M/MP¡) = 0 by (1). Otherwise the

reductions of (2) and (3) are applied to Af/AfP,.
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Repeated application of this procedure produces chains of prime ideals of
R, typically P,, c P,,,2 C P,,,2,3 C • • • . The procedure will terminate at P,,^..^

if and only if Af/AfP,,,2...,s is torsion-free as an R/Piiir..is-module. Thus <p(M)

is the intersection of all such AfP;i,2...,s.

The primes P,-,,-2...,s are constructible by Theorem 8.1. They may be visual-

ized as the nodes of a finitary tree T, the nodes at level s of the tree being the

Pí¡í2...ís . To complete the proof of the constructibility of <p(M), we show that

T is a finite tree. If T is infinite, it must have infinitely many levels, and hence

infinitely many finite paths. Since T is finitary, it follows that there must exist

an infinite path. But this is impossible since R is noetherian.

Proof of Theorem 10.1. Let Q = Gab, R = ZQ, and A = G'. By Proposition
10.2 we can construct <Pr(A) . We show how to find cp(G) via three reductions.

(i) It is enough to find <p(G/Z(G)).
Let L be a maximal subgroup of G. If Z(G) ^ L, then G = LZ (G)

and A = G' - L' < L. Hence L contains Z(G) or A . We can certainly find

Vißab) = <P\/A. Since Z(G) can be found by Theorem 3.5, a finite presentation

of G/Z(G) is at hand. If tp(G/Z(G)) = 92/A has been found, we can surely
find cp(G) = (px n <p2 .

(ii) It is enough to find q>(G/(pR(A)).
Let L be a maximal subgroup of G not containing A . Then G = LA and

LnA is a maximal P-submodule of A . Hence (Pr(A) < L, and it follows that

<Pr(A) < <p(G). Thus <p(G/<pr(A)) = <p(G)/<pr(A) , and it suffices to find this
subgroup.

(iii) It can be assumed that ç>r(A) - 1 = Z(G).
An ascending chain of normal subgroups of G

1 = Mq = Nq < Mx < Nx < ...

is defined by the rules Af,+,/V, = Z(G/N¡) and Ni+X/Mi+X = <pr.((G/Mí+i)')
where R,; = Z(G/Mi+X)ab ■ Assume that Af, and N¡ have been constructed (as

the normal closures of finite subsets). Then a finite presentation of G/N¡ is at
hand, so we can find Z(G/N¡) = Afí+i/7V,, and hence Af,+i . Now we use a

finite presentation of G/Af,+1, to find (G/Mi+X)', and hence <pRj((G/Mi+x)') =
Ni+i/Mj+i, by Proposition 10.2. Therefore the subgroups in the chain can be
constructed.

Since G satisfies max -« , there is an integer r such that Mr = Nr = Mr+i —

Nr+i — etc. Clearly this r can be computed. The reductions of (i) and (ii) tell

us that it is sufficient to find <p(G/Mr). Therefore we may replace G by G/Afr,

which allows us to assume that Z(G) = I = q>R(A). With these hypotheses, we

complete the proof by showing that

(iv) <p(G) = 1.
Let L be a maximal P-submodule of A not containing [A, G]. Then A/L

is a noncentral minimal normal subgroup of G/L. A theorem of Newman

([10]; see also [12]) shows that there is a subgroup X satisfying G = XA and

X n A = L. Plainly X is maximal in G, so <p(G) < X. It follows that

<p(G)n[A,G]<<pR(A)=l

and therefore [<p(G), G, G] = 1. Finally (p(G) = 1 since Z(G) = 1.
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